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The Conventional Loan eBook
By Kevin Fritz, Branch Manager
MLO #220254
Welcome to the Iron Point Mortgage Conventional Loan eBook. This
book is an overview and brief guideline to the Conventional Loan
Program.
It is our intent to provide you with enough information and education
for you to understand if this program might be the right tool for your
home ownership goals. We are here to answer more specific
questions and offer guidance in accordance to your specific needs
and financial situation.
The Conventional Loan guidelines are updated and amended
throughout the year. For the most current information, please give us
a call or send an email.

Iron Point Mortgage is a © 2015 A division of Finance of America Mortgage LLC | Equal Housing Lender |
NMLS 1071 Mortgage Banker License #0910184 Licensed by the Department of Business Oversight under
the California Residential Mortgage Lending Act
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1. What is a Conventional Loan?
A conventional loan is one that is not backed by the
Federal Government. It adheres to the underwriting
guidelines of government sponsored enterprises, Fannie
Mae or Freddie Mac. This makes it possible for lenders
to offer reasonable rates, realistic underwriting, and the
absence of mortgage insurance if the homeowner puts
down 20% or more as a down-payment.
2. What Is a Government Sponsored Enterprise?
GSE’s were set up by Congress to reduce the risk to
investors and increase transparency. While they are not
owned by the government, they have the implicit guarantee that the government will not let
them fail or default. As a result, lenders grant Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac favorable interest
rates and investors offer more for their securities.
3. How Does a Conventional Loan Work?
Lenders make conventional loans directly to consumers. If the loans meet Fannie Mae or
Freddie Mac’s guidelines, the GSE’s purchase the loan. Loans are packaged into securities,
and then sold to investors for their portfolios. Thus, the lender is freed up to make more loans.
Highlights of the Conventional Loan:








 Loan Purpose: Purchase, Refinance, Cash-Out Refinance
 Loan Types: Owner Occupied, 2nd Home, and Investment
 Property Types: Single Family Residences, 1-4 Family, PUD
(townhomes or single family residences part of a Planned Unit
Development), Condominiums, Manufactured, and Modular
 Low Down Payment Purchase: First-Time Homeowners can
purchase with as little as 3% down with mortgage insurance.
 Standard Down-Payment: 5% with mortgage insurance and 20%
down without mortgage insurance.
Credit Requirements: Ideal for borrowers with strong credit histories
Investor Loans: Can go up to 10 financed properties
Non-Occupying Co-Borrowers: Permitted for owner occupied properties through
Freddie Mac
Gift Funds: Yes – No minimum borrower contribution is required for 1-Unit owner
occupied properties. Gifts are not permitted for investors
Who is Eligible? Borrowers with moderate to strong credit history from 1st time buyers
to seasoned investors
Income Limitations: None for qualifying borrowers
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Asset Requirements: Reserve requirements vary depending on whether it is a 1-unit, 2unit or 3-4 unit. Check for requirements
Reserve Requirements: None required for owner occupied
Foreclosure Seasoning: 7 years after foreclosure
Short Sale Seasoning: 4 years after short-sale
Bankruptcy Seasoning: 4 years after Chapter 7 bankruptcy and for a Chapter 13
bankruptcy 2 years after dismissal or 4 years after discharge

4. What Are the Benefits of using a Conventional Loan?
A couple of the great benefits of conventional loans is their
flexibility and utility. Unlike FHA and VA Loans that are
designed only for owner occupied purchases and refinances,
the conventional may also be used for second homes
(vacation) and investments. If you put at least 20% down, it
does not have mortgage insurance and permits you to finance
up to 10 properties. While the guidelines may be a bit tighter
than other loans, it offers a competitive rate while letting you do
a lot.
5. What Can Conventional Loans Be Used For?
Conventional loans provide many options for owner occupied, second home and investment
property borrowers on 1-4 unit properties. These include purchase, refinance and cash-out.
Conventional loans may not be used for commercial financing which includes any property over
4-units.
6. Who Qualifies for A Conventional Loan?
Conventional loans typically have stricter
requirements for approval than most government
loans. They are ideal for borrowers with excellent
FICO Scores, strong job stability, and larger down
payments. You must prove credit worthiness as
seen on your mortgage credit report, supportable
income, stable employment history, and sufficient
assets for down-payment, closing costs and
reserves if required.
Ineligible Borrowers include foreign nationals,
borrowers with diplomatic immunity, those without
a valid social security number, Living Revocable Trusts, and a Conservator or Guardian to a
borrower.
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7. Income Qualification for A Conventional Loan
Whether you’re salaried, hourly, commissioned or self-employed, it’s okay. Everyone is paid
differently, and what is important is to show a stable and consistent annual income for
qualification. Income must be documented on your tax returns over the past two years and
there is an expectation that it will continue for the next three years. While you might receive a
base salary that you can count on, you may also have commission, overtime or self-employed
income. We will average your variable income or loss over the past two years using your 1040
tax returns or business tax returns. This will then be added to your base salary or hourly pay.
8. Asset Qualification for Conventional Loans?
A variety of asset accounts may be used for your
down-payment, closing costs, and reserves if
required. Whether you are using a checking
account, brokerage account, selling a car, or
taking a loan out on your 401k, assets must be
clearly documented. The Patriot Act, designed to
make sure you are not a terrorist or money
launderer, means the federal government
oversees the movement of money very carefully.
You must clearly show that the money was yours
for the past two months and the trail must be very
evident over that period of time.
9. Do I Need 20% For A Down-Payment?
Although most people think they need to put 20% down for a conventional loan, it actually
permits as little as 3% down payment for a qualified First Time Homebuyer with special
program Mortgage Insurance.
10. Is an Impound Account Required on A Conventional Loan?
Impound accounts are only required in California if the loan to value is 90% or greater.
11. What Is an Impound Account?
An impound account is when the lender collects property taxes and
insurance on a monthly basis and then pays them when they are due.
Taxes are due in November and February and late in December and
April. Insurance is typically due once per year. Depending on the month
that a loan is made, it will dictate how much will be required to fund the
impound account so that there is consistently enough money in the account when the payment
is due. It is a good idea to request an impound account audit from the service three months
after getting the loan to make sure that the lender is collecting the right amount.
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12. What Properties Are Eligible for a Conventional Loan?
Conventional loans offer quite a bit of flexibility when
it comes to eligible financeable properties. The first
thing to know is that the loan is intended for
residential properties with 1-4 units. This includes
primary residences, 2nd homes, or investment
properties. Anything over 4-units is considered
commercial and is ineligible. Common eligible
properties include: Single Family Residences, 2-4
units, Condos, PUD (planned unit developments such
as townhomes), modular homes, and manufactured
homes on a permanent foundation.
Ineligible properties include but are not limited to any that have mixed use such as a working
farm or Bed and Breakfast, condos with pending litigation, personal property such as a
houseboat or mobile home, and specialty homes such as a dome house.
13. What Terms Are Available on Conventional Loans?
Loan terms for conventional loans come in Fixed Rate and
Adjustable Rate Mortgages (ARMs). A fixed rate is where the
interest rate is fixed and the payment stays the same
throughout the entire term of the loan. Initially the payment is
a much greater amount interest and then decreases over
time and the amount of principal increases until the loan is
paid off. Typical Fixed Rate Periods are 30-Year, 20-Year,
15-Year, and 10-Year.
An ARM means that the interest rate is variable and can change over the life of the loan.
Common to a conventional loan is a Hybrid ARM, which means that the rate is fixed for a period
of time and then becomes adjustable. Typical Hybrid ARMs Periods are 5/1, 71, and 10/1.
14. Do I Need Mortgage Insurance for a Conventional Loan?
No, you don’t need mortgage insurance on a conventional loan if you put 20% or more in as a
down-payment. For Conventional Loans, mortgage insurance (insurance required by lenders to
protect them if a borrower defaults on their loan) is provided by a private company. It is called
Private Mortgage Insurance or PMI. If you come in with less than 20%, the conventional loan
will require PMI.
15. Are There Different Private Mortgage Insurance Options?
For standard conforming loan amounts, there are several different configurations for mortgage
insurance. It can be paid monthly by the borrower or lender, paid in a single premium up front
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by the borrower or lender, or Split MI where part is paid up front and part is paid monthly. For
High Balance amounts, the scenarios are similar but with a maximum of 90% loan to value.
16. Can I Remove Private Mortgage Insurance?
PMI is typically only required for two years and may be removed once there is at least 20%
equity in the home. Each lender has different requirements for removing mortgage insurance.
However, unlike FHA Loans, where mortgage insurance is required for a set period of time
depending on original down payment, PMI may be discontinued if it meets the lender’s
requirements.
17. Can I Use a Conventional Loan to Buy Investment Properties?
Yes, conventional loans may be used for
investment property. One of the most
important challenges a Real Estate Investor
encounters is getting financing for their
investment homes. Conventional Loans can
be an effective way to get this done with
competitive pricing and realistic underwriting
guidelines.
Comparatively, other government loans
(FHA, USDA, and VA) do not permit
investment property financing. Portfolio
(alternative bank financing) and private money (also known as hard money loans) may have
significantly higher interest rates.
18. How Many Borrowers Can Be on a Conventional Loan?
You can have up to 4 individuals on a conventional loan.
19. What Is a Seller Contribution to Closing Costs?
To keep the cash to close down on purchase transactions, the seller may pay part or all of the
buyers’ closing costs and prepaid items up to a certain percentage of the sales price. These
include but are not limited to lender fees, escrow fees, third party fees, impound account
reserves, odd day’s interest, first year’s hazard insurance, taxes, and mortgage insurance. The
borrower is still responsible for their down payment, whether gifted or from their own funds.
20. What Is the Maximum Seller Contribution a Seller Can Make?
If you are putting less than 10% down on a primary residence, the maximum seller contribution
is 3%, if putting down 10%-24.99% then the max is 6% and if putting 25% down or more the
max is 9%. The max seller contribution for an investment property is 2%.
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Conventional – Qualifying:
21. How Much Do I Need for Reserves When Financing an Investment Property?
Reserves are a certain number of months of principal, interest, taxes, insurance, mortgage
insurance and HOAs that must be in the account after closing. The concept is that should the
property not get rented, these reserves are set aside to pay the mortgage until it is rented.




1-4 Properties Mortgaged: Six months of reserves are required on the subject property
and 2 months of reserves are required on non-subject rentals. No reserves are required
on your primary home.
5-10 Properties Mortgage: Six months of reserves are required on each investment
property and no reserves are required on your primary home.

22. Are Conventional Rates Higher Than Government Loans?
While Conventional loans are insured by Government
Sponsored Entities, Freddie Mac and Fannie Mae, FHA,
VA, and USDA have the full backing of the Federal
Government. As a result, the fully backed loans are
generally as much as ¼% to ½% better depending on
credit score and other qualifying criteria. It should be noted
that the slightly higher interest rates are generally more
than offset by the lack of mortgage insurance or funding
fees. For borrowers with excellent credit and good sized
down payment, the conventional is very competitive.
23. Does A Conventional Loan Have Stricter Qualifying Guidelines?
When comparing a Conventional Loan to other government loans, it should be noted that the
qualifying guidelines may have stricter criteria. This loan is considered to be for borrowers with
stronger credit profiles. Borrowers with credit blemishes and events such as foreclosure,
bankruptcy and short-sales must wait longer than for a government loan.
How Long Do I Have to Wait After a Chapter 7 Bankruptcy?
You must wait 4 years after a Chapter 7 Bankruptcy.
How Long Do I Have to Wait After a Chapter 13 Bankruptcy?
You will have to wait 2 years after discharge date and 4 years from dismissal date.
What If I’ve Had Multiple Bankruptcies?
Additional waiting periods apply when there have been multiple bankruptcies.
How Long Do I Have to Wait After a Foreclosure?
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You must wait 7 years after a foreclosure.
What Is the Waiting Period If a Foreclosure Was Discharged In A Bankruptcy?
Even if a foreclosure action is completed, and the property is reclaimed, the bankruptcy waiting
period is used rather than foreclosure waiting period.
How Long Do I Have to Wait After a Short-Sale?
You will have to wait 4 years after a short-sale.
24. I’m A Business Owner - May I Use Business Funds to Qualify?
Yes, you may use business funds for downpayment, closing costs, pre-paid items, and
reserves. As a sole proprietor, you must show 100%
ownership, if a corporation or partnership, you must
document your ability to use funds in relation to your
proportion of the business. You must prove that use
of the business funds will not hurt the ongoing
operation of the business. You may need to provide
six month’s bank statements to show ongoing
sufficient balances.
25. Do Large Deposits to My Account Qualify?
Yes, the official rule is that any time a single deposit is more than 50% of the borrower’s total
monthly income, documentation must be provided to show where the deposit comes from. If the
funds cannot be documented sufficiently, they need to be backed out of the account and not
used in the calculation.
It should be noted that even though this is the official rule, underwriters may often request that
any deposit over $500 be documented. This is at the underwriter’s discretion. Need to
document typically refers to cash deposits. If the deposit is readily identifiable, such as a payroll
deposit or social security deposit, no further documentation should be required.
26. Are Gift Funds Acceptable for Qualifying?
Yes, if putting 20% or more down, qualified gifts
may be used for 100% of down-payment, closing
costs, pre-paid items and reserves for a primary
residence or second home of 1-4 units. If putting
less than 20% down, 100% may be gifted for a
one-unit. If it is a 2-4 unit, then then you must
come up with 5% of your own funds and the rest
can be gifted.
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Is A Gift Permitted on An Investment Property?
No, gifts may not be used for investment properties. The investor must come up with 100% of
their own funds.
What Is Required for A Qualified Gift?
For a gift to be qualified, it must come from an eligible donor, typically a family member. There
must be a gift letter with detailed information regarding account information, donor information,
giftee information, and it must state that the gift does not need to be re-paid.
Who Is an Eligible Donor For A Gift?
Gifts may be provided by
anyone that is related to you by
blood, marriage, adoption or
legal guardianship. In addition,
a fiancé/ fiancée or domestic
partner qualifies as well.
Examples of viable donors
include your spouse, a child or
a dependent. If a gift is
received from a relative or
partner who has lived with you
for the past full year, it is not
considered your own funds and
not a gift.
Who Is an Ineligible Donor?
You may not receive a gift from any interested party to the transaction: builder, developer, real
estate agent or any other party that is part of the transaction. If the real estate agent is your
spouse, they still may not gift funds as they are party to the transaction.
27. Assets to Qualify:
May Retirement Funds Be Used to Qualify?
Yes, if you are under 59 ½ years old, you may use your retirement funds to qualify less 10%
adjusted for penalty of early withdrawal. If you are over 59 ½ years old, you may use 100% of
the vested value of the account. You must always include Terms of Withdrawal from your
retirement account showing that you are able to access the funds.
Can I Use a Cash Out Refinance to Qualify?
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Yes, you may use cash received from a refinance of your house or car to qualify for downpayment, closing costs, pre-paid items and reserves. It must be properly documented. The new
payment will be used to calculate the debt ratio.
Can I Use a Loan from My Retirement
Account?
Yes, you may use a loan from your retirement
account to qualify. Due to the fact that it is
your own funds and you may discontinue
payments at any time, take the penalty and
pay the taxes, the payment is not added to
your debt to income ratio.
What Is Maximum Borrowers Permitted on
A Conventional Loan?
4
Can I Use Rental Income from My Granny Flat?
An accessory unit or granny flat is typically not used for value. As a result, rent may not be used
from it.
How Is Rental Income Calculated on My Investment Property for a Refinance?
Schedule E’s are used from the past two years’ tax returns. Add back interest, taxes and
insurance if there are impounds, and depreciation. Now you have the Net Income not counting
the payment. Add the two years’ net income and divide by 24 to find a monthly number. Now
subtract the full payment from the income and you have your income or loss from the property.
If you have owned it for less than two tax returns, you will need to use 75% of rent and subtract
the payment.
Using Rent to Qualify for A New Investment Property:
Conventional loans historically have required investors have
at least 2 years landlord experience in order to use the new
rent to qualify. You no longer need the past experience.
Investors may use 75% of their future monthly market rent
to income qualify for the loan. Subtract the new payment
from the rent and that will be your income or loss.
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28. Using a Conventional Loan for Investment
Can I Use a Conventional Loan as A Non-Permanent Resident Alien?
Yes, you may if you have a valid and eligible visa. Although your Visa does not have to have a
specific amount of time remaining, it must not be expired. If it is expiring within 6 months, you
will need to provide an explanation letter that you plan to remain in the US after the expiration
date.
What Are Eligible Visas for a Conventional Loan?
You may use a conventional loan if you have any of the following: E-1
(Treaty or Trader and Qualified Employee; H-1B, H-2A, H-2B, H-3
(Temporary Worker); L-1 (Inter-Company Transfer); G Series (International
Organization); or TN from Canada or Mexico.
Are Permanent Resident Aliens Eligible for Conventional Loans?
Yes, if you hold evidence of permanent residency, then you are afforded all of the same
benefits and terms available to a US Citizen.
What Is the Max Exposure a Lender Will Take?
Most lenders will only make four loans to you in a 12-month period. You may own an unlimited
number of properties, but you may not finance more 10 including your primary residence. You
may not purchase more than one owner-occupied property per year.
29. May I Use a Power of Attorney for Signing Loan Documents?
Yes, if one of the borrowers is traveling and not available for the signing, a Limited, Specific or
Durable Power of Attorney may be used to sign loan documents. A copy of the POA is required
from Escrow, the POA may not be utilized on the initial application, and signatures and typed
names must match exactly.
30. Conventional Loan Terms:
Common Fixed Rate Terms Include:
Conventional Loans most commonly come
in 10-Year Fixed, 15-Year Fixed, 20-Year
Fixed and 30-Year Fixed. Typically, rates
are lower for shorter term loans such as a
15-Year Fixed, but the most commonly
traded security is the 30-year fixed. As a
result, the 30-Year Fixed loan often has
more credit from the lender that can be
used toward closing costs.
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Common Adjustable Rate Mortgage (ARM) Terms:
The most common ARMs are Hybrid ARMs that are tied to an index and can adjust annually
after the fixed period of time. With an ARM there is always a floor (the least a mortgage rate
can be after the fixed period), a margin (a percentage over the index usually the LIBOR), the
cap (the most a mortgage rate can go to at its adjustment period) and the start rate (rate at
which the mortgage starts).
Example: If you have a 5/1 ARM, it means that after 5 years the rate can adjust to no lower than
the margin and no more than 2 points over the start rate. It can typically go up 2 points per year
to an overall max of 5 points over the start rate. If tied to the LIBOR, London Bank Offering
Rate, with a margin of 2.25, then it will be 2.25 points over the LIBOR. Depending on the
LIBOR, it can go up or down each year. Common ARMs are 5/1 ARM, 7/1 ARM, and 10/1
ARM.
31. What Is the Maximum Loan to Value I Can
Finance?
Loan to Value, LTV, is a ratio of the amount of
loan in relation to the value of the property. It is
based upon several factors.








What type of financing is it? Purchase,
rate and term or cash out refi. Purchases
and rate and term are higher than cashout.
What is the property’s intended use? Owner occupied, second home, or investment
property. Owner occupied can go higher.
How many units does the property have? Typically, you can go higher on a one-unit
than a four-unit.
How much is the intended loan amount? Conventional loan amounts can go higher
than High Balance loan amounts
What it the Loan Type? Fixed rate mortgage can go higher than ARMs.
How Many Properties Do You Have Financed? Under 4 or over 4 makes a difference
to your max LTV.

For Owners with 1-4 Financed Properties, Below Is a Guide to Several Common and
Typical Max Loan to Value Scenarios:
1. Owner-Occupied Purchase or rate and term refinances can go to the following
loan to values:
a. First-Time Homeowner buying a primary 1-unit residence can go to 97% with
special pricing mortgage insurance.
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2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

b. A standard conforming refi or purchase on a 1-unit can go to 95% on a fixed rate
and 90% on an ARM with PMI. For a 2-unit, you can go to 85% for a fixed rate
and 75% on an ARM. On a 3-4 unit, you can go to 75% for a fixed rate and 65%
for an ARM.
c. For a High Balance mortgage you can go to 90% on a fixed rate and 75% on an
ARM with PMI. For a 2-4 unit, you can go to 75% on a fixed rate and 65% on an
ARM.
Owner-Occupied Cash-Out Refinance:
a. A conforming balance 1-unit fixed rate can go to 80% and an ARM can go to 75%.
b. A conforming 2-4 unit fixed can go to 75% and ARM to 65%.
c. High balance 1-unit fixed rate and ARM can both go to 60%.
Second Home Purchases and Refinances:
a. Conforming balance 1-unit loan fixed rate can go to 90% and ARM to 80%.
b. High balance 1-unit loan fixed rate and ARM can go to 65%.
Investment Property Purchase:
a. A conforming balance 1-unit fixed rate can go to 85% and ARM 75%.
b. High balance 1-4-unit fixed rate and ARM can go to 65%
Investment Rate and Term Refinance:
a. A conforming balance 1-4-unit fixed rate can go to 75% and ARM to 65%
b. High Balance 1-4-unit fixed rate and ARM can go to 65%.
Investment Cash-Out Refinance:
a. Conforming 1-unit fixed rate can go to 75% and ARM 65%. A 2-4 unit fixed can go
to 70% and ARM to 60%.

NOTE: If you own 5-10 properties, the LTV requirement change. Contact us to review and look
at your specific scenario. While the above list is a guide, it is not intended to be comprehensive
or include every situation.
32. Can I Use a Conventional Loan to Finance A Condominium?
Yes, if you are looking to purchase a condo, you
may want to consider using a Conventional Loan.
Many condos meet conventional guidelines,
whereas they might not be financeable using an
FHA or VA Loan.
What Is Required to Finance A Condo Using A
Conventional Loan?
When qualifying a complex, Fannie Mae and
Freddie Mac may require either a Full Condo
Questionnaire or a Limited Questionnaire.
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A Full Questionnaire requires that is no pending litigation against the complex, HOA
dues must not be over 15% in arrears (late), and the complex must be at least 51%
owner occupied (owners living in it as their primary residence).
A Limited Questionnaire requires that there is no pending litigation against the property.
Occupancy and HOA should not matter.

Either way, a greater number of condominiums may be financed as a Conventional versus
FHA, VA, or USDA. These other government loans require that the condo complex is on their
active approved list in order to use them for financing.
How to Get Started:
To start the loan process, it is pretty simple. Fill out an application on-line at
http://ironpointmortgage.com/apply-here/ or call us at (916) 985-3200 for an application over the
phone.
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